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Encore Special Risks, LLC
Goes Live with I-Engineering’s ALIS Enterprise System
A Next Level Agency Management System Launched by an Elite MGA in TX
Shelton, CT, February 1, 2017 – I-Engineering, Inc. is pleased to announce
the launch of the ALIS Enterprise System with Encore Special Risks, LLC. of
Dallas, TX. Encore Special Risks has launched multiple programs including
Texas Preferred Homeowners, Motor Truck Cargo and Auto Physical
Damage during this initial phase. Encore has partnered with I-Engineering
to add more programs in the near future. I-Engineering’s ALIS is the next
generation Agency Management System which provides a fully integrated
Rating Engine with Web Services, Policy Issuance and Management, Renewals, Endorsements, Cancellations,
Reinstatement Claims, Workflow, Document Management and Reporting as well as a full Accounting module. This system
can be interfaced with third party systems via API or XML transfer.
ALIS went live in June 2016 at Encore Special Risks with programs such as Motor Truck Cargo and Auto Physical Damage.
Encore Special Risks added a new program, Texas Preferred Homeowner HO-B to the system to further service their agents
in February 2017. Encore Special Risks plans to add more programs to its ALIS System in the near future.
Rob Arnold, President and Managing Director of Encore Special Risks, shared that I-Engineering and their ALIS System
Platform, has allowed Encore Special Risks to quickly bring new products to market and therefore, service their agents
very efficiently. “We are thrilled to have ALIS up and running as our technological foundation here at Encore,” Arnold said.
“ALIS gives us the framework to serve our business partners with speed and efficiency, giving them the highest level of
service and attention to detail. Providing submission clearance, rating, policy issuance and financial accounting, the ALIS
platform will give us flexible programming capabilities as we continue to expand our business and services.”
Michelle Ward, Personal Lines Underwriting Manager of Encore Special Risks, explains, “I-Engineering has worked closely
with our team to understand our needs and develop software solutions that modernize our operations. With a streamlined
internal process and impressive functionality, ALIS is a powerful agency management system that can grow with us. And,
we look forward to working together on future programs.”
Jo Anna Dollarhide, Encore’s Systems Administrator and Tammy Summers, Vice President of Transportation, shared how
they are impressed with the features of ALIS. "The I-Engineering system affords our retail agency partners ‘real time’
premium indications and efficient electronic delivery of polices that are unparalleled in the insurance industry,” Dollarhide
said. “The I-Engineering system capabilities are ever expanding,” added Summers, “creating a vibrant production
atmosphere for our Encore Special Risks agency force, offering immediate access to our exclusive MGA products."
Naval Kapoor, President and CEO of I-Engineering says, “We are proud to have partnered with Encore Special Risks to
develop a comprehensive and intuitive agency management system with the technological features and functionality to
launch them in to the preferred admitted and non-admitted market. We strive to provide our clients with the highest level
of customer service from our first introductory meeting, to building their system and going live. But our team does not
stop there, as we are always here with our vast industry expertise and support as our clients’ needs change. Our work
with Encore Special Risks has been very rewarding. With our customizable agency management system, ALIS, as their
technology foundation, we look forward to serving as a vital component of their continued success.”
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About Encore Special Risks, LLC
Encore Special Risks, LLC enters Texas as a new MGA in early 2016. Our experienced ownership, management and
underwriting team brings a wealth of experience to our future retail agency partners. Our unique portfolio of reinsured
programs will be offered on a highly automated platform and include:
·

Texas Admitted Preferred Homeowners Program

·

Texas Business Auto Program

·

Motor Truck Cargo Program TX, CA

·

Texas Local and Intermediate Trucking Program - Coming Soon

·

Texas Non-Admitted Homeowners Program - Coming Soon

·

All Programs “A” Rated by A.M. Best Company, Inc.

About I-Engineering, Inc
Since 1999, I-Engineering has worked with MGAs, Wholesalers, Program Administrators and Carriers to implement
customized P&C insurance software solutions that enhance productivity and speed to market. Our product offering
includes an all-encompassing Agency Management System, Policy Management System for London, Program
Administration System and customized Comparators for Commercial & Personal lines.
I-Engineering, located in Shelton, CT, develops and markets Integrated Insurance Solutions to provide MGAs and
wholesalers with a modern, technologically friendly working environment. We have created and implemented a
sophisticated collection of cutting edge insurance software solutions catering to Wholesale Brokers, MGAs, Program
Managers and Carriers. I-Engineering’s ALIS Enterprise System – an all-in-one solution – provides Rating with web services,
Quoting, Policy Issuance and Management, Workflow and Document Management and Full Accounting. A sophisticated
agent portal is integrated with ALIS to allow producers to get quotes on a real-time basis. This fully integrated system
provides MGAs and Wholesalers end-to-end solutions.
I-Engineering is a proud member of many P&C Insurance organizations, including Target Markets, NAPSLO, AAMGA,
CIWA & TSLA.
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